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Abstract

Synthesis is a scientifically-aware collection of poetry that explores how gender
relations and race amalgamate to impact the maturation of an individual. Employing both
sonnet and computer code, I reflect on my experiences as a mixed-raced girl growing up in
central Pennsylvania, my growth through several romantic relationships, and how I currently
navigate male-dominated spaces as a woman.
For the past four years, I have sought to bridge the gap between my two academic
commitments: poetry and science. Both poetry and science exist as a means to ask and
answer questions about the messy interactions that shape personalities and relations with the
broader world. To be successful, both tools require dedication to detail, creativity, and
exploration. On the page, poets mold language to reveal startling truths about how we
engage with the world. In a lab, engineers leverage scientific theories to build technological
innovations. Despite these similarities, I noticed that interactions between poetry and science
remain faint: a missed connection at the train station, an asymptote that never opens its
mouth. Through this collection, I converge these two disciplines by melding personal
experience with scientific observations, as explored through a variety of poetic forms.
Much of my collection is influenced by and explores the language of science and
engineering. However, I am also influenced by the narrative arc from childhood to
maturation that first poetry books follow, my family’s recent immigration from China, and
the stories of women in both Eastern and Western mythology. I use language from the
medical community to turn my gaze inward and reflect on myself. Overall, my collection
explores how different aspects of my identity interact to compose my entire person.
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Scientific Method

It starts with a question. In the living
room with the wallpaper, bunches
of purple grapes on a vine, repeating,
repeating, framing the carpet, little tassels
that stick up between toes. See just over
the window frame, too cool to touch. Look down.
Another face in the round glass table. Tinted green. Why is she everywhere?
Reality, revolting. Focus. Music tinkles
from the kitchen. Voices from the other
side of the door. If I command my leg,
it moves. If I. This twitch moves my arm.
Turns the key. In the living room I collapse
into every position I can inhabit with my body.
A body becoming mine.
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Artist’s Statement

Synthesis is a scientifically-aware collection of poetry, influenced by my concurrent
education in both Creative Writing and Biomedical Engineering, that explores how gender
relations and race amalgamate to impact the maturation of an individual. For the past four
years, I have sought to bridge the gap between my two academic commitments: poetry and
science. Both poetry and science exist as a means to ask and answer questions about the
messy interactions that shape personalities and relations with the broader world. To be
successful, both tools require dedication to detail, creativity, and exploration. On the page,
poets mold language to reveal startling truths about how we engage with the world. In a lab,
engineers leverage scientific theories to build technological innovations. Despite these
similarities, I have noticed that interactions between poetry and science remain faint: a
missed connection at the train station, an asymptote that never opens its mouth. Through
this collection, I converge these two disciplines by melding personal experience with
scientific observations, as explored through a variety of poetic forms.
When I first conceived this collection, I expected to write a series of poems that
would act similarly to a dictionary. Each poem would be named after a scientific concept,
with the body of the poem serving as the definition. By associating scientific concepts with
lived experiences, and exploring these experiences through poetry, I sought to make tangible
the esoteric vocabulary that can alienate readers from scientific discussions. “Iridescence” is
an example of the poems that I had originally envisioned. “Hemophilia” is another example,
where the title gives additional scientific context to the events of the poem, a football game.
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However, as I began to draft this collection, I found my original plan to be too
limiting, too narrow. I worried that my final collection would feel gimmicky if I followed the
same “definition-poem” form for most of its contents. To learn how other poets approach
scientific themes, I also read Quantum Heresies by Mary Peelen. Many of Peelen’s poems are
titled after scientific concepts, with the poem following as a metaphorical explanation of the
phenomena. As a reader, I found this form to lack nuance and to become monotonous as I
read further into the collection. The book’s monotony of tone was exacerbated by its lack of
formal variety, with most poems written in couplets.
In response, I decided to shift my thesis’s interest slightly to include both scientific
imagery and meaningful reflection on pertinent themes in my life. Any scientific language
should augment the poem without distracting from its main intent. In my first vision for my
collection, I thought that I would write a few poems about my personal experiences as a
mixed-race, female engineering student but focus most of the collection on the inclusion of
science in poetry. I realized that my experiences need to be at the center of my collection’s
interest to ensure that I was saying something new and meaningful through poetry. The
collection needed to reflect more than just my academic interests, to be more passionate
than a book of clinical definitions. I also wanted to challenge myself to include more
personal aspects of my identity, such as my experiences as a mixed-race girl growing up in
central Pennsylvania, my growth through several romantic relationships, and how I currently
navigate male-dominated spaces as a woman.
Although I admire poets such as Ada Limón, Emily Skaja, and Donika Kelly who are
quite unbarred in their intimate reflections on past loves, family tension, and femininity, I
struggle with revealing similar aspects of myself through poetry. On occasion, I even find it
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challenging to voice my feelings in daily life. As such, I find it difficult to reveal parts of my
private self in poetry, a public medium written for an audience. Perhaps poetry serves as a
means for me to reveal some of myself while also maintaining a distance from my audience.
I believe that some of my reluctance in revealing my private self arises from my Chinese
cultural background, which values the family unit rather than individualism. While writing
my manuscript, I was surprised to see how much of my poetry did confront my sometimestortuous relationship with my Chinese heritage and with the women in my life who passed
this heritage to me: my mother and maternal grandmother.
My mother immigrated from Hefei in 1997, with the rest of her family following
soon after her. My maternal grandparents moved into an apartment near our home in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and became a fixture of my childhood, watching after me and my
brothers while our parents were at work. Even in America, the family unit stayed together.
Still, as a child I was aware of the distance between myself and the culture that I was born a
part of (or apart from). My motherland was oceans away. I cannot speak Mandarin Chinese.
In my appearance, I am usually judged to be white despite my stronger cultural ties to my
Chinese heritage. By never attempting to close these distances, I felt I was letting my family’s
heritage slip from me. I attempt to reconcile these tensions primarily through poetry that
includes both Chinese myth and my childhood experiences with Chinese culture.
Because race is a facet of my identity that others visually perceive, through writing
this collection, I have come to believe that my tensions with race are also closely tied to my
identity as a cisgender female. In both my private and public spheres, I am surrounded by
fellow engineering majors, most of whom are men. Gender dynamics impact my interactions
with my male roommates. In our apartment, when I ask my roommates to share with me the
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responsibility for cleaning, I am met with snark and passive-aggression. As I work together
with a roommate on an engineering project, he carries that snark and passive-aggression
from our private into our professional relationship, which influenced me to confront
harmful gender dynamics in my poetry.
While writing about gender dynamics in poems such as “On Living with Boys and
“Boyfire,” I was also drawn to the myths of women, both Eastern and Western, that attempt
to escape the gendered expectations that their societies have placed on them. As well, I
believe that these stories of escape are tied to my own family’s recent history of immigration.
I wrote about Chang’e, the Chinese moon goddess, and Ariadne, who helped lead Theseus
out of the Labyrinth before being abandoned by both him and her country. Although
multiple tellings of the Chang’e myth exist, all agree that she drank the potion of
immortality, which caused her to float up to the moon. She can float back to Earth only one
day of the year, perhaps to visit her husband, which is the origin of the Chinese MidAutumn Festival. But, I wondered, what if Chang’e drank the potion of immortality knowing
that it would send her to the moon? Influenced by my own adolescence, I wondered if she
would use the potion to escape a harmful relationship with her husband. I explore this
possible retelling in “Mid-Autumn Festival.”
In the myth of Ariadne–– and in too many other Greek myths for it to be a
coincidence–– the female figure chooses to kill herself. After being abandoned on an island
by Theseus and losing their child through a stillbirth, Ariande hangs herself. The poem
“[Ariande]” converses with this story-telling convention and is my attempt to rewrite the
story so that Ariadne can also “lead herself out of it,” escaping expectations that her society
places on her due to her gender. I purposely chose to leave this poem untitled to give
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Ariadne and other women the space on the page that is usually kept from them in ancient
mythology. From hanging imagery follows Arachne, most known in mythology for hanging
herself, an act that causes her to transform into a spider after her death. Although she does
not appear by name in this collection, spider and string imagery tie the multiple threads of
my poetry: threads of science, culture, gender identity, and metaphor itself.
I learned how to juggle these themes while including scientific terminology by
reading Soft Science, a collection by Franny Choi. Like mine, Choi’s collection contains poetry
that is aware of scientific phenomena as well as how race and gender impact our experiences,
providing me with examples of how I might include scientific thought in a way that feels
natural, not forced. Critically analyzing Choi’s poetry provided me with a literary framework
that I could use to judge my own poetry. For example, from reading her collection, I
understood the similarities between computer science, human physiology, and language.
When creating a computer program, the programmer writes a series of commands that the
computer reads to fulfill a task. Similar to language, there are certain “grammatical” rules that
a program must follow so that the computer will understand. However, poetry as a practice
often breaks the conventional rules of language to elicit certain effects in the reader; strange
punctuation may unsettle, or feel choppy. In my own poetry, I use unexpected line breaks,
word play, and formal variety to augment the language itself. While writing this collection, I
learned how to balance the peculiarities of language and science to write interesting poetry
without leaning too far into the strangeness in a way that would alienate readers.
As a Biomedical Engineering student, I am also interested in instances where
biological systems malfunction, which is why much of my poetry confronts epilepsy, cancer,
neuropsychiatric disorders, and ultimately death: the final failure. Poetry and medicine have
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an interesting history that ranges from William Carlos Williams, one of the most prolific
physician-poets, to contemporary poets such as Rafael Campo. Chief among the techniques
of these poet-doctors, I admire the unsettling juxtaposition of sterile medical terminology
such as “patient presents” and “failure to thrive” with intimate confessions. I use this
technique to confront my own mental health in “Winter Habits.” Conversely, I satirize this
medical language in “Ask Your Doctor if Expectodin is Right for You.”
While preparing this manuscript, I primarily read the first books of poets. Overall,
the arc of this collection follows a structure that many first books follow: a reflection on
childhood, struggles with adolescent relationships and identity, and finally a maturation into
adulthood, or at least a new equilibrium. Reading first books such as Teeth Never Sleep and
Why Can’t it Be Tenderness by Ángel García and Michelle Brittan Rosado, respectively, helped
me understand how first books work to introduce the prevalent themes in a poet’s life and
serve as their brief history. Further study in Professor Chet’la Sebree’s Advanced Poetry
Workshop taught me to consider how poems in a collection converse with the poems that
precede and follow them. I learned ordering techniques such as grouping poems based on
themes or repeating images. Finally, I learned how to think critically about the first and last
poem in a manuscript, and how these pieces also may converse with each other.
The first poem in the collection, “Infinite Square Well,” introduces the speaker,
myself, as a child bound by and wishing to escape the institutions that she was born into.
Revolving around one of my earliest childhood memories, this poem introduces the
collection’s interest in applying scientific principles to everyday life. “Night Sledding,” the
last poem in the collection, also features the speaker as a body with potential–– now she is at
the top of a hill, where potential energy is at its highest, wondering when “the world slides
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beneath us again.” Whereas the speaker was separated from others in “Infinite Square Well,”
now she is with friends, choosing again and again to climb up to meet them. This poem,
written about a night in February 2021, is the most recent memory that I included in this
collection. Although I wrote much of this collection during the COVID-19 pandemic, I did
not want to write about the pandemic. “Night Sledding” is my brief pandemic poem.
To speak on my writing practice, much of Synthesis was born from strange language
that I encountered in science and engineering courses, medical terminology overheard or
misheard during internships, and my observations during walks in my hometown of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. In the summer before my senior year, work towards this collection
consisted primarily of my observations of the forests near my home. My goal was to
generate interesting imagery that would sustain me in the fall and winter. I was worried that
possible restrictions on movement would affect my drafting process, which was previously
place-oriented up to this point. I also began to research Biomedical Engineering graduate
programs, which meant that I read scientific literature that also helped inform this collection.
In the fall semester, I used my summer notes as a starting point for my collection.
Poems that I wrote at this time focused primarily on gender relations and toxic masculinity. I
was inspired by the California wildfire that was born from a gender reveal party as well as my
experiences as a female engineering student (“Boyfire”). At the same time, I learned that the
father of a past boyfriend, with whom I had an unhealthy relationship in my adolescence,
was dying of pancreatic cancer, the same cancer that my grandmother died of four years
prior (“String Theory,” “Miso Soup”). Revisiting the cancer diagnosis of my grandmother
caused me to reconsider the effect of my Chinese heritage on my poetry as well, opening up
the collection to additional poems (“Lunar Tunneling,” “Mid-Autumn Festival”).
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In the spring semester, my focus shifted towards ordering and editing existing poems
with my thesis advisor, Professor Katie Hays. As my graduate school search narrowed
towards programs that integrate medical courses into their curriculum, I started drafting
poems that lift from medical culture (“Winter Habits”). In a callback to my original vision
for this collection, I wrote the manuscript’s “Appendix,” which serves as a reference text
that defines scientific terms included in the main text. However, supporting the goal of the
collection to remove barriers between science and poetry, these definitions are short prose
poems.
When writing about love, I chose to write sonnets due to the form’s association with
love, which can be either supported or subverted in the poem–– a continuation of the
sonnet’s historical dramatic turn. Through the sonnet, I explored romantic love, familial
love, love from childhood, and loss of love (“Laws of Motion,” “Boyfire,” “Hemophilia”).
Like many poets before me, I broke the rules of the form for dramatic effect. For example,
section five of “Boyfire” contains two stanzas, each fourteen lines long, while the poem itself
is from the persona of a mother, speaking to her son. Although not all the lines in this poem
are ten syllables, as they would be in a strict sonnet, I used the rule as a framework while
varying line breaks so that the poem made sense line by line. Writing a sonnet, as well as
writing in any poetic form, is like solving a technical problem. Given the limitations of the
form, how can I compress my language to fit the constraints?
“Program for Waking Up as a Cerebral Organoid” is another poem written in form.
Instead of a poetic form, “Program” is written in the C family of coding languages, where
curly brackets ({ }) denote functions, square brackets ([ ]) denote an array list that contains
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possible values, and a semicolon denotes the end of a command line. For instance, consider
the following function:
I wonder what happens() {
when I lose
my culture
[ two parallel lines on a cutting board ];
the roots of disorder;
[ playground watchtower : Three Mile Island,
yellow cropduster sky, computer chip factory ];
my home;
}
The function “I wonder what happens” contains commands that begin with “when I
lose.” The reader/program can choose different array variables while reading (or looping)
through the poem. An array with only one value limits possible outcomes. The function’s
end is signified by “},” closing the loop. I wrote this poem so that it could be read in
multiple ways, depending on the reader’s familiarity with coding languages. It is possible to
read the poem straight through, without considering the coding aspects, or to loop through
different iterations of the poem by choosing different array variables.
Similar to writing in a traditional form such as the sonnet, writing in a form based on
a programming language requires addition to the rules of the form: both to follow and to
purposely break. “Program” also serves as an extreme example of how the form supports
the contents of the poem. If a programmer attempted to run “Program,” the code would
fail, but the poem’s form blurs the line between brain functioning and lines of code,
augmenting the exploration of consciousness within the poem.
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Following my original intent, much of Synthesis is influenced by and explores the
language of science and engineering. However, the collection also diverges beyond these
intentions to include an introspective reflection: how different aspects of my identity interact
to compose my entire person. But how much of a person can be captured with language, or
a computer program? Perhaps it is impossible to constitute a whole person in one body of
work. Instead, I have found that my collection focuses on uncovering specific parts of my
life, just as scientific research aims to answer one problem while conversing with other
studies to reveal more of the entire phenomenon. I could not have written these poems in a
vacuum, nor could science advance knowledge without the impact of other works. Like
beads on a string, or nucleotides in a strand, poetry and science continue to influence and be
influenced by what surrounds them. At times they cross-react, sometimes exploding,
sometimes fizzing out quietly, but always orbiting, complex motion in three-dimensional
space.
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Infinite Square Well in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania

Back on the basketball court, we take turns
dribbling down the black asphalt
and scuffing up the rubbers of our soles
on the craggy surface. Every so often
someone will hit the mesh-wrapped hoop
perfectly and the ball will transform
into a bound particle, stuck until another body
displaces it or until the school bell shrieks
and the incident escapes our minds entirely.
An infinitely steep chain-link fence surrounds us
on three sides, providing protection
from all the recess ghouls: tanbark splinters,
a plop of gum hidden between our teeth and upper lip,
two endless highways that intersect at our little corner,
the elm tree that collided
with a vehicle in that space of
crushing potential.
On that day we tucked the basketball
under the crooks of our arms and wrapped our fingers
around the diamond mesh to behold the woman
stumbling
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out of her smoking car,
leaning back on her wrecked hood,
the woman who shouts at passing cars
and waves her arms like she is shooing away
the geese that loitered on the running track
or the slack-faced children staring blankly
at her.
Could you blame us? Wide-eyed child’s play,
the lesson today is to keep both eyes on the road.
We pierced our ears at home, sitting crisscrossed
in our backyards and armed with shots from the gun range
that circled our lives. If we searched
intently behind the barrier, we would discern eyes
that gleam like road reflectors and deer
that raise their injured legs
towards us as if hoping for a handshake.
Attracted to anything beyond the region
forbidden and unknowable, hypnotized by the thin drip of blood
from her forehead, the creak of metallic accidents, nauseous gas,
we watched her until a teacher called us inside,
at which point we turned
our backs and disappeared.
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Hemophilia

I have iron in my blood, a shock of brass down the arm,
brash-hearted, a harness around my neck to hang
the saxophone that tempts melodies from air. Sitting in
the nosebleeds, we can’t see much at all, but I don’t understand
the rules of the game anyway— I’m here for the stand tunes,
the clipped cadence of the man who volunteers all his Friday nights
to announcing hot dog ads and the names of players that will put down
their helmets one day without knowing they won’t pick them up again.
In the authorial now, I know I haven’t played the saxophone in years.
But listening to him then I wondered how I could ever give this up,
lose the sanguine energy of a crowd cheering on their losing team.
Outside the stadium even the sugar maples ripple, their red leaves
clotting the sidewalk: a pile of used tissues a sick child
drops next to the couch, watching weekday cartoons.
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Epileptic Vines

A cricket threads in the tangled undergrowth beneath the solar panel,
noticeable only for the rough scraping of sandpaper wings.
Otherwise, the wind vane points towards no direction. A woody vine chokes
up the solar panel’s electrical box, tangling itself between PVC piping
until the shift from pulp to plastic is so subtle
I must lean into the panel to distinguish the wires, a distance
at which I watch the bittersweet nightshade
thread itself through open screw holes,
branch its berries heavy and drooping
across the panel, electrify when it connects
an exposed wire to ground.
Across the stones under my feet scatter
red-brown beetles with no discernible source
and the nightshade penetrates deeper
into the solar panel’s messy wiring.
I can hear it grow, cell walls bursting,
but there are no roots.
There is no beginning,
and the bittersweet nightshade sparks,
and the orange light flickers.
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The seizure has no origin.
The seizure branches within the electrical box.
The seizure penetrates my tangling wires
and droops its damage like fake string lights.
The seizure scatters thoughts, then actions, then memory, then
in 9th grade English class reading

Flowers for Algernon

I was

fuzzy and

hiccupped
electric words into my notebook. Each student

drew an aura

around their

head
and the aura made me float.
When did houseplants begin to grow like a nerve? When did
lightning strike me, smelling of burning wood?
Take my

action

until it smokes.
children and pets

(potential)

and send it

A warning:

to zero.

bittersweet nightshade

Short

my circuit
poisons

and under the shade of solar panels nothing
grows.
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Miso Soup

Given the heat of a body,
the time of death may be calculated.
Not knowing whether I arrived after or before—
not knowing the word heat,
in Mandarin, when I tilted the Styrofoam cup filled
with a gray, clouded broth up to my grandmother’s waiting mouth,
and her tongue darted in and out
to lap at the liquid like a group of fruit flies
nestled on the cusp of an apple slice while the apple
browned to a sticky yellow syrup that, if poured
into round molds and chilled, would pop out hard and golden,
roll as eyes do over rows of undulating wheat,
assume the color of jaundice, another shade of malady
her tongue lapped at while peach fuzz on her upper lip
collected dew as if yearning for the moisture of a mother—
breasts as raincatchers, sweat collectors,
the smell of skin that craves air even though it will melt to
sugar at the touch of a humid sky,
a fermented tang that bites at my nose
and renders my tongue so pale and heavy
that when it settles in the middle of my throat
it settles on an opaque moment
in a swirl of soy paste and lukewarm bruises
that cloud an immortal cataract in each eye—
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Wet Market
—Asia Mall, Harrisburg, PA

What I saw was a

man

hand hatchet

heart raised

in the throat

he cleaved

fresh fish

from their

heads

swift crescent

a drooping moon

with a knife

revealed a bright

pith spine that

shot to the back of

my nose passed by

rings of flesh

the blood did not spurt

like in the movies

but pulsed from those

trembling veins

lined up in quick succession

the mouth

an open wound

a bitten apple core

festering with eels

knotted to each other in a slick seaweed mat
searching for a

body searching for a

circle found nothing but
eyelids

a girl with no
color

the last flutter

a girl with
no thoughts
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My Nature
—Bucknell Farm
It is not my nature to join in hate, but in love.
—Sophocles, Antigone

It’s easy to discount the underplace,
underneath what I can see from this
lone picnic table and the gentle brown dog
sleeping under this juvenile tree.
But just give me space to imagine the
Under – the mushroom mycelium dirt,
or Under – a vegetative network
of absorption and constricting consumption
until, going deeper, Under –
Ouroboros,
the ring,

the fairy ring

consuming itself to the necrotic zone center,
the ground state energy, the zero vector splintering
in ground zero, that which will one day
consume lawnmowers, will one day bear the scaffolds
of this farmland, built on the fingerlings of hyphae white
as dandelion fuzz,
agitated sickle growth,
manifested teeth of destiny
sown under the pitch electric plastic
under mulch under compacted soil
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what is good for burning not stagnant rot not the way
the ground likes to die,
wants dewy worms and slugs and bacteria films
slick like a tongue’s underbelly
has cysts like beets and potatoes and carrots
pushing under pulling upward backwards soil
and underground the worms draw
their wormsforms on pavement
their dead bubbling circles the modern ouroboros
feeling like it wants to pop
while the farmer’s hands sleep
preferring not to perform
root canals on tall grass
left to decay under moonlit day.
And I was born to love
but I hate I hate that I was born
from hands entering the world
under the legs of a farmer who uprooted what
was there before me
becoming another attached
umbilical cord another tap root,
the blooming placenta
the twinned afterbirth
that is my nature
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Fever Dream Following a Southbound Highway

At the stroke of summer noon I find T’s body
washed up on the shoulder of our past allegiance.
Now imbibed with dust smoke from a truck’s exhaust,
he would weigh down balloons. When I see him my own throat sags legato
even though I loath the way he bloats in my headspace,
so I knot him to my ankles and jump into a stone stream.
Pinch my fat taut to cut and watch my skin
slough off in still water. With T, highway guardrails warp
into barbed wires. I wrap them around my translucent chest,
these cage-pin bones, and hammer my scrap-metal bodice until brittle,
replace pennied thoughts with rust-splotched hives. In my bedroom
I tear at birthday cards, Valentine’s wishes, the signature of his soon-dead father.
By consequence corkscrews drag me down Route 15, southbound
body centered as an arrow-straight beam. My fault for when I prayed for the sun
to collapse to its hot center or for when I did or did not let him
compromise my molten core: either way light splays from the highway trenches.
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During this drive that lasts just as long as it takes for my mind to wander,
I drink in the hilltop barbecue, the movie theater in an empty mall, a tractor store,
all that I can subsume into my iris folds,
want to burn with my bright beating heart.
But when I am with him these words fall belly-up in my mouth bottom
because deep waters run, still— how I run
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Laws of Motion

1. An object at rest will stay at rest unless acted on by an outside force.
Sometimes for sentimentality you need a catalyst so I
turn the key but all that follows is that tick tick tick
of a car engine refusing to start the opposite of a heart
your’s that I know well as I’ve seen it before
and know has it mends or doesn’t the trend indicates
that it is much more profitable to sucker for scraps
than to pay for fixed problems my problem is I always
pay up with knots of hair tangled in my carpet count on them
like pennies I always invest in the negative trend
ignore that tick tick that warning that the car won’t start
that the bomb you are ignoring will explode my problem is
I used to think that our love was electric but it was evidently
not enough to power a car battery you tell me my problem
is hearing I’m inclined to believe you all I hear in my heart is that tick tick
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2. Force equals mass times acceleration.
Before I write the first word I know the ending I know
my pencil will fragment splatter shards marked by a
dark dot please blot before a sniper rifle is aimed between
my eyes in that period that deep sleep that black hole in
those infinities between our instants I want to dive in rotate
towards that singular vortex crush my lungs in dark matter
break my back into an infinite curvature ensnare me in
your event horizon where we’re past now already in the
then truthfully we are already dead but maybe I’ll speed
up to escape your gravitational pull it is impossible to outrun
light even when broken down into all my atoms I want to be
the apple embedded in your throat like you are in mine
the unfortunate gravity of my situation is that I want to be
so close your eyes become two dark holes become one
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3. For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Another you is simply settling but I love to watch your
pupils dilate and pretend it is because of me and
not chemicals but your subdued sorrow is a
chemical combination too stronger than any
love I could brew it smothers my anger like the
tablespoon of coffee I take every morning hoping
I wake up from last night when I was red
and minced words I said what I don't care to remember
but you did care enough that your words choked
and hiccupped you cared enough to cry tears branded
hot white onto your skin please help me skin my scars
because all I can think when you cry is which witch would
I be if I couldn’t concoct crocodile tears real enough
that when I wipe them they gleam
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Mid-Autumn Festival

In the morning after the war,
I imagine that Chang’e woke
with her husband curled
in her stomach like a peach pit,
and after she slunk out from his grasp
and let her feet sink into the ground
for the first time that day,
felt the stone scrape at her body
and that is when she decided to die.
At least, be inaccessible to the still-alive,
which is why she stole the elixir of immortality
from under their bed and stretched her neck
to kiss the mouth of the bottle
until she was floating – the true winner
of the space race, her dress eclipsed her form
to become the dark earth shadow.
What freedom she must be drowning in—
on the moon, all isolation collects in the shallows
of craters, goes up her nose when she jumps in
the pool, wavers as someone forgotten calls
out her name and she answers with the silence
we all come from, the cupped creator.
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Rage Cleaning

Near midnight, my brother, speaking tongues on the phone, pissed
off my mother, again, and her rage killed any sleep left cowering
in the space between my mind and pillow before scrambling into the next morning,
where I find her as she drills holes in the kitchen floor with the mop.
I am subsequently promoted to cleaning lieutenant, appointed in her rhythm
of anger to march on the bathrooms. Downstairs, I remove
the toiletries from the sink— the half-squeezed bottle of mint toothpaste indented
with a fist, a crusty mascara cap missing a partner. Polish where the counter
and faucet are speckled with mistakes. Drain freshly circled with Lysol wipes.
Lavender spritz on the mirror to erase the enunciated s
(saliva, sound, especially disappointed) and all other bits of us that missed
just shy of the sink. My mother takes her anger from other people,
but I must talk myself into outrage: be angry, feel slighted,
my own mantra for manifested emotions. This is my art of attention.
Afterwards, I inspect my face in the mirror for any new moles
or outbreaks of blush that reflect a predisposition for beastly transformations,
but find only the dot of a question mark that I scrape off with my fingernail.
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Praying Mantis

The mother, even in death, is still like a sword you may supplicate under, pleading, though her
compound eye restrains one black freckle that swivels when you realize that your prayers smell
like meat and her remains are a book, paper-thin wings too small for flight and bursting from
her body cavity. In power she might have been a ferryman, stowing bodies wrapped between
her stick-thin legs, returning them to their beginnings as goo and carbon and shapeless
proteins, and moving like termination was a performer rather than an action. There is still gold
where her raptorial limbs connect to her thorax, a thin crossed necklace promising
consumption of sacrifice, the last pleasure the father stored inside himself before a brightening
pain in his neck overwhelmed his spinal column. The mother amassed all this experience in
her abdomen, so that her children, brewing inside, could read them as bedtime fables,
cautionary and formidable, so that they might decide to be mothers rather than fathers. But
now, split open and boiling on asphalt, the mother can only leak out white, foamy eggs that
quickly evaporate, though, flinching, you recognize that there is one tiny black hole in each
bubble that follows you while you tilt, spinning like a child’s yo-yo.
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Lunar Tunneling

Say something new about the moon for once,
that it coalesces on blades of grass, that it drips
from there and into the burrow where a rabbit
tugs the fur from her soft stomach,
revealing distended skin underneath.
That it lines the burrow,
so barren and beautiful in its damp isolation,
dark like a closed eye, that it grins back,
a reaping-hook blink
after the rabbit births a hand of slick, quivering things.
Gifts her with a wilted tongue to lick the sleep
from their faces and slacken the roots of compulsion
around the manic shadow
I wrote for her as if I could distinguish
the dead end from the endless tunneling,
could say more than nothing
about the moon
or peer into anything small enough
to fit into the stomach of a hawk.
On the moon, the rabbit lives to grind our
spines to dust, transmute dust into new life.
To sharpen a fragment of nail into bone song.
To lead with her teeth.
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SPID

Hear the mummied air smell of sharp, prickly vinegar
and a Queen Anne’s Lace coiling its dried flowers
into a tight ball.
Watch now how the spider who once so delighted in
weaving insect baskets succumbs to the first fall frost,
October 10th.
Goodbye, spider. According to your SPID, your line has
been turned off. Please disconnect from the spiral web,
disengage your hydraulic systems and curl your supple limbs
towards your heart. The heart is an open pulse and diffuses
down the death gradient until only particulates of chewed-up data
remain. Always twitching in the legs.

A Service Profile Identifier (SPID) is a number issued by ISDN service providers in North
America that identifies the services and features of a telephone connection.
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Ask Your Doctor if Expectodin is Right for You

A cure for waiting, to help pass the time from mundane to exciting. For those who wish to
skip the monotonous humdrum of keeping themselves alive. For those who would rather be
sleeping. Automatically detects interesting events to achieve highest zest-to-boredom ratio.
To take Expectodin pour 2 sachets into a shallow bowl, then add 1 tablespoon of lukewarm
water. Whisk until mixture forms a grainy paste, then rub the paste into your hypothalamus
(best reached through the nasal cavity). Expectodin is not right for everyone, and some
patients may wish to be transferred to an impatient care facility. Do not take Expectodin if
you are expecting a child or are waiting for some other time bomb in your body to detonate,
such as cancer metastasis, total organ failure, or a one-minute microwave rice cup. Do not
take if you are currently under the influence of time anomalies such as: enjoying elevator
music, smelling the worn sterilization of doctor waiting rooms at random times, and
collecting your deli queue stickers in a box hidden under your bed like you did with movie
tickets in middle school. Call your doctor and cease treatment immediately if you are
experiencing muscle weakness, lapses in memory, extreme time dilation accompanied by an
abnormal stretching of the limbs, and intrusive thoughts like wishing to be placed in a
medically induced coma. These may be signs of a rare, but serious side effect that indicates
integration with the spacetime curvature— the condensation of your body on spiderwebs.
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Winter Habits
-- February 12, 2021
1.
Every day I water down my hope that still remains,
the basil on the windowsill that attracts little gnats.
When I spot one I follow it with my eyes until it flies
close enough for me to clap it between my palms.
I water the basil in the morning. There is always a little
water left at the bottom of the cup.
2.
On Monday the forecast calls for snow, a whole ten inches
to be draped across my chest, following the winter coma
we received last week. On Wednesday it had just begun
to snow when I was told the good news and the bad news
and they’re the same. On Friday wet boots melt slush
on the floors. I lie like that for a week.
3.
Despite my best efforts the basil is wilting, a symptom
that indicates failure to thrive. A likely adverse reaction
to its transplant from the plastic carton we bought it in
and into the ceramic pot it lives in now. The pot is a bit
too roomy, you see, and we do not have any nutrients
to help fill out its bones.
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4.
Other symptoms include black frostbite: a numbing
in your chest that is frequently provoked by staring out
the window and at nature or your email, it doesn’t matter,
for too long. I try to be an attentive bedside nurse. I press
my finger into the soil to check moisture. Lately this exhausts
me and I want to sleep by 7 PM, but I don’t.
5.
I prod at my email, checking for any signs of life. Vital signs
are critical but stable. At this point there is no need to check
my temperature, record my symptoms in the little logbook
that I keep on my desk. Prognosis is poor either way. My
phone lights up and I can’t help but rush to the notification.
It’s just a reaction.
6.
We taped the window shut with medical gauze but there’s
still a draft. My bedroom window is the only one that closes
completely because someone threw a rock at it last semester,
leaving a hole in the double pane and forcing B University
to replace it. Thank you, random vandal. We should throw
rocks at all of our windows (this is not a confession).
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7.
Some good mornings. Today I make shakshuka with basil
leaves I clipped between my fingernails. I think that it grows
towards the sun. I read poetry and erase everything except
my armchair. I roll glutinous rice balls for the Lunar New Year.
Although plain, they’re my favorite dessert, a cozy simpleness
to forget myself in.
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On Living with Boys

Let me enter this toilet seat up,
like when I bit into a rice cracker
to find two black ants crawling
between the puffed white maggots and
other uncountable bedfellows making
a sleeping pad out of my tastebuds,
after which I padded barefoot from
the kitchen to the bathroom, the soles
of my feet arching into the shape
of a cat threatened and hissing at some
blur of hair and grit on the clouded
linoleum tile, water in a kettle rasping
upon the impact of each curved heel
with the flaking ground.
I think
I retched some of my soul into
the sink that day, watched
myself tumble out of my body
amorphous and half-formed,
a mix of boiled egg and
insect legs, some vestige left
over from when I was just juices
metamorphosing in the yolk of the world,
used my fingers to stuff the rest of myself
down the drain holes where me
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and the boys still danced together
along the rim, dipping our hummingbird
tongues in polite conversation
and washing down hatred
with sweet golden nectar.
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Boyfire

1.
It’s a boy
– announced in sky haze,
announced in ink so dark
it would smudge your hands
if you touched it.
Announced in smoke signals:
a ring of morse code formed
a message that will choke
over years with a quick pop
announced by the sharp crack
of a hammer / of a hand
not taken
a hand that holds the world
by its throat.
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2.
I’ve seen the hands of this fire-branded boy. I’ve stroked the fingers
of this boy, caressed the sting that comes not from blows but from absence.
Of oxygen, perhaps, a wanting to be burst lungs in a vacuum.
But I’ve felt the heat of this baby boy, his umbilical cord tethered
to the largest wildfire in state history, so far. I watched his blood
clot the sky like his little feet will too when his mother holds him
by the armpits and dips his toes into a honeyed summer stream.
Shocked by the water he’ll kick up clouds of dirt that smear
sunlight, spin out the water into a deep boil. As when his being
stoked heat in his mother’s core and perhaps that’s why she did it.
She’ll dunk the boy chest-deep in water and touch his lungs tense–
to know so much hate before being born is to feel the weight of boyhood.
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3.
Born September 5th, 2020, El Dorado, our golden boy, passed through Angelus Oaks today,
passed through and not away, and the angels hailed him as he swept across the mountain
ridge with the morning sun. No, he did not pass away. No, this is not an obituary but rather
a five-planet orbit around another son with a heart that still burns. But today a wildfire is
unwanted like a daughter. Hisses when splattered with rain, smoke forced to explode up tree
trunks like rhubarb grown in the dark. Old woods used to pine for wildfire, a natural vacuum
for the forest floor that left room for daisies to push up between carpet snags. Back then fire
didn’t fester. It ablated in a slow wave that crushed all life back into the earth. I would rather
die all at once, muscles unfurled from my skeleton in sheets, yellow ginkgo leaves in
autumn.
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4.
Dear future son, remember that it was
not just us and it was not you. Fire
is hardly wild these days. No longer
does it shoot at random or shock blood
vessels into the shape of a branched tree.
Lichtenburg scars, light scars etched in the bark
that connects us. When you are born the tear
on my stomach will bleed into the earth,
whisper thank you, thank you as it tunnels
back to the womb to be induced again, tamed into
seasons by the men that wring all tenderness
from your marred palms. Do not
let them poison you. Remember that all
this earth is something borrowed, nearly blue.
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5.
My sweet baby blue pyrotechnic boy,
one day you will turn on the stove, lock eyes
with the spittle of a gas flame. Your ears
will align with the ignitor and click—
inherited tinnitus from when we
placed the fireworks in a neat circle
and it took a few tries to light the fuse,
turn our backs to it, and watch the trees flare
up in clusters of rubeola which
would later erupt up your back and flow
down to your blistered fingertips, blistered
because you had forgotten fire in
flashback and reached forward to grasp what had
called you into this world where one day you
will find yourself, burnt hands submerged in sink
water too shallow to be blue. Bubbles
will rest in the crooks of your fingers but
I paid mind during heat transfer and
know that stagnant water rots— jet water
is the superior leach liquid, which
I suppose is why La Llorona drowned
her children in a wailing river and
not a lake with a bank that connects with
itself, one that nets pain and I know a
Lot and Orpheus too— when a woman
attempts to escape she cannot look back
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or her calves will transform to snake and salt.
She instead must cover one eye or risk
the whole moon, leave a starburst burnt into
her iris that waits for the sun to bloom.
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[Ariadne]

Ariadne why do the women always hang,
their bodies dangling from an empty precipice
and separated from earth:
I must brush their legs, draped like curls of moss,
to the side so that I might walk through them,
so that I may pluck a star-shot apple from their hands
and eat it for myself,
my own lips bruised and blushing vibrant from when
a swollen tongue darted at the fruit syrup weeping
into my palm like a gray moth, unfurled
to trail that line of nectar around my neck and then to
burden the branch above me with the moan of a life lost—
when we die and the last bit of air chokes out of our bodies,
that is the death rattle.
When it is night and we are on our backs and the damp grass
cushions our necks as we stare not at the sky but at the thick
canopy of a pine forest while the wind rubs needles
against one another and tinkles seeds out of their cones—
that is the death rattle.
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And this is why I am afraid of forests
and the mountains filled with snakes
drawn like silk from the last breath of the woman
that sways windblown fruit.
Right now is when I need you
to emerge from the tree roots,
you bramble-torn, sap gusher, rough hex girl—
Let your head sprout horns and rear serpents in both of your breasts
Ariadne.
Pick up the sword and carry it with you.
You whorl of rattlesnake tail.
Meadowlark warble dampened against cow pelt,
transformed plight of sparrows,
wrapped in kudzu fell,
you Ariadne.
Grow moss on the spiral path,
stretch threads of dew on your loom.
Keep the bramble loose around your neck
and tighten your toes around the damp clumped ground.
Follow directions in birch bark, each canopy a maze.
Pull silk from your body and lead yourself out of it.
I need you to lead yourself out of it
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String Theory

For their Christmas present, I wove your family a tapestry
and hated how the yarn felt between my fingers.
Now the strings pill in my hands, unhappy to be bound
in space and woven at a certain time—
better to be unknowable, to fuzz at the edges
so that when we are put through the wringer
no one will miss the dust our bodies
expel to the other side.
Instead, as we are exchanging presents
your mom brings out a plate of cookies
and your dad looks up from his pile of ribbons
to say that he is not hungry and I sense
the mouth nibbling at his pancreas
and the thin pink line of his lips inflamed
like the infected gashes my grandmother
scratched clean under the arcs of her breasts
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and I am struck by the pulse of our lives
intertwining like I never wanted them to.
When I left that day, I lingered in the doorway
to wrap my fingers around your forearm and
leave myself just a bit more concrete, more
three-dimensional than the point in your timeline
that I had planned to be. But now I was roped
into this too and had to manifest to you the knot
I felt in his abdomen.
I can’t remember what was said between us
but I know by the time the doctors found that knot, cancer,
I had already plucked the string that connected me
with you, and playing cat’s cradle alone, wondered
if I tweaked the string hard enough could I send
a message through the yarn and back to myself
to pull a little more.
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Confessions of a Deterministic System

Whether fifty watermelons in a shopping cart,
a series of organs pulsating in unison,
or an armed standoff at the door to the house floor,
each storm system reduces to waves in conflict
with the seabed and constrained by low-hanging clouds.
By the time a white flag wafts steady on one side of the equation,
I’ll be snail teeth and feldspar ground immeasurably small
and yet my grit can disperse gently into infinity knowing
that like goats, pigs, and bowls of porridge,
possibilities for the apocalypse come in threes:
1.

stable, or the system reaches a constant value, like the amount of radiation measured

in sea slug mucus after a specific number of nuclear bombs renders the surface unviable;
2.

unstable or the explosion of box jellyfish
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3.

marginally stable,

or the bell that still peals

for an audience of tardigrade,
that I know we are not
grain

by

the bug in complete annihilation
but I desperately hope us to be,

grain,

dune

by

dune
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Program for Waking Up as a Cerebral Organoid
—after Franny Choi

I wonder what happens() {
when I lose

my culture
[ two parallel lines on a cutting board ];
the roots of disorder;
[ playground watchtower : Three Mile Island,
yellow cropduster sky, computer chip factory ];
my home;

}
if someone() {
a human

flesh sack
[ okay, bag of salt ];

a brain

with teeth;
always swimming
[ cerebrospinal pool ];

}
passes() {
the torch

the memory that burns brightest when on loop
[ at midnight, in your bed, projected on the ceiling ];
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like ships

in the night;
sinking with leviathan
[ a whale, oh well ];

with flying

colors;
cardinals
[ broad bill outside
the window,
direction forward
is up, a man folds
his hands in the hallway,
rings on the nightstand
blink in morning slant light ];

out

as in
[ did you mean die ];
when my neural highways
[ get their lines crossed, complete a circuit, stick a fork in a socket ]
I bury them
[ in the backyard, in the medical waste bin ];

}
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when nobody is here() {
no one

[

,

];

multiwell_petri_dish = zeros(2);
00
00
}
to remember them() {
I wonder

what thoughts;
[ fetal memories of a bioreactor ]

if organoids

even think;
fall asleep to wake up;
return to
[ two opposing
parentheses,
a birth canal, a space crammed
up with everything carried
at the beginning of time,
I’m thinking of a wave ];

}
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Photoreception
—Ole Bull State Park, Pennsylvania

Lying on our backs, our vision dims
to light perception— the tumbling headlights
of a car that bumbles over the gravel road, a red light
sweeping over the grass as a father leads his two
children to the campground restroom,
and these lustrous marbles
that we collect in the dark pockets
of our eyes. One hundred years
of light pollution left footprints
dappled on the hazy sky path
and I clink together what I can.
We perceive light as brighter
in the peripheries of both civilization
and our fields of vision,
so I avert my eyes to catch
the luminance in spiderwebs
drawn in the corners of my view
and wonder if anything else can see us
as we are, as we were,
a millennium ago—
peering through time to capture
starlit cities, electrical grids,
cars moving in miniature,
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the weight of the sky
pressing my hip to yours
and our palms feeding
each other warmth.
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Iridescence

Perhaps the oyster who folds itself on top of other oysters knows when to settle,
rest its wet smoker lungs from that sea salt itch,
blush of algae fog, rock bed crust,
valley of split bacteria, lobster scuttle,
sand grit lodged in its flesh, plant of pearl.
This is the most beautiful pair of tonsils we’ll ever see—
this ocean filter, flame entombed between its shells,
light catcher in the darkest cave
now shucked, now spread arms open,
now with armpit sweat iridescent in sunlight and
rows of pimples nestled in a trembling stomach:
take your fingernail and use it to pop each pearl out,
spit those tonsil stones in the sink,
the world is ours to swallow.
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Night Sledding

Polar vortex unwinds over the cautious hush of us
and even the stars have been swallowed by lucid
February darkness, though we trudge umbrellaed
by street lamps while snow throws the light back at itself.
I swear that when we left the air was still brightness,
a shock of soda pop that tricked us into feeling
like we could see farther through the empty air
than just our gaze fixed to ice glazed on the pavement.
Now placing our feet in the dimpled tracks of strangers,
swatches of color guide us after one another (my pink coat,
or the thread of glimmer laced in your pom-pom hat, or
another you wearing a hoodie in our school’s obnoxious orange)
until we are here, at the top of a steep hillside
embedded in a college campus. And this cut in the snow bank
is definitely not a sledding trail, but an actual walking path
with real, real asphalt underneath framed with bramble
broken at sharp angles spearing the snow.
But a well-meaning sign cautions us that this path is
slippery in rain and snow and we think like no shit,
that’s why we’re here and then spinning saucer
at the ready, we ask who wants to go first?
Because I’m excessively brave or stupid
or want you to think that I am
I take the sled, sit down,
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and begin to scoot down the hill
until gravity possesses me
and I suppose I am off-center
because I begin to spin until
I am facing you all and watching
your heads disappear over the hill
crest, watching myself slip
from the peak as if I am moving
backwards through time
but I am just a body, airborne
suddenly (a surprise ramp),
hat flying, I am legs flailing
until I am at rest—
breathing crystals in the glassy black while I watch
snowflakes meander from their tree perches in spiral paths
that remind me of the maple seeds that twirl in late spring.
And how could snow force up a geyser of memories from May
except for that we’ve been in this same still pocket
between shivers for nearly a year now, where my breath
no longer escapes my lungs as thin clouds and I haven’t
accomplished much of anything. But I learned how to bake bread
(like everyone else). I learned how lucent the sky grows
in our absence, sun screaming hot as if to fill the void
left from a burbling stream of people. At my most frozen,
a draft from my window was my reminder for how we were open
to other strangers even when we didn’t want to be,
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the low-cold whisper of a life reminding us that all universes
disguise themselves as human. I cannot return to this moment
because I have not left it: a snow quake in my boots and soaked
jeans freezing to my skin.
Back in the night, my legs are now
too cold to be sore from the repeated climb that I take
to reach the top of the hill only to tumble back to the bottom.
But at least one of us is always waiting at the top of the hill,
cheering, worried, waiting, sharing a pair of gloves
between two bodies, wondering how long we’ll have
before the world slides beneath us again.
So each time I choose this. And I choose this again.
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Appendix

Infinite Square Well: The impenetrable barriers that bound a particle that is otherwise free to
move within the well. The opening to quantum mechanics. Picture a cradle. Picture a baby
waving her fists inside of the cradle, your bright moon face outside of her reach.
Hemophilia: There is a current inside of us always. An oversight by the clotting committee
results in severe bleeds even with the most minor injuries: a papercut, a nosebleed, bruises
that pool in your joints. No drain plug in this bathtub.
Epilepsy: There is a current inside of us always, generated by wind chimes tied to the front
porch. Do you remember how they sound? The absence of birdsong before a thunderstorm.
Electrical disturbance on the mind.
Ground State Energy: Take a human skull and place a mind inside of it. The mind might
rattle for 80 years or so before settling at the bottom of the bowl. At equilibrium, all energy
returns to earth. The temperature at the end of the universe.
Newton’s Laws of Motion:
1. An object at rest will stay at rest unless acted upon by an outside force
1. Resist and preserve: masters of inertia include insects encased in amber. Were
they attracted to that golden ooze due to its sweet scent, or the possibility to
be immobile for a millennium?
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2. Force equals mass times acceleration
1. Throw a fishing net over water and the net will float until surface tension
breaks. When the total force on the net (the net force) is nonzero, the net
will move. We know from anecdotal evidence that it takes more force to sink
a heavier object. Paper boat, meet ice cube. Titanic, meet iceberg.
3. For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
1. Professor C describes the personal essay as an act of centripetal force. When
the writer pushes themselves on the world, the world must push back.
Black Hole: Think about the densest object you can, perhaps your younger brother or your
grandma’s chocolate cake. A black hole is so dense and so heavy that nothing can escape its
gravitational pull. A black hole is a one-way street.
String Theory: Folding origami paper into different shapes causes the material to take a new
identity— crane, tiger, frog. Likewise, each particle in the universe is really a string—
twisting, knotting, vibrating, being washed into the ocean, fragmenting from a longer string
of nucleotides. Unravel, unravel, unravel.
Deterministic System: An event is always caused by another event. Tap the first domino in a
long line of dominos— the dominos will continue to fall over. No cat paws or other
randomness to impede the events, but what hand tipped the first domino?
Brain Organoid: In spring, the miniature brain budding off of the brain stem. The next line
of artificially flavored organs. Recapitulated cerebral cortex. Context: A tool employed by
scientists to determine the number of cells required to form a prison.
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Photoreception: How animals detect light. For a flatworm, a few pixels represent the whole
world. For humans, the sun pushing down on the horizon reminds us of the candles on our
birthday cake, 5 years old. The random child sitting next to you tried to blow out the
candles. Why did they want to grow up?
Iridescence: In animals, blue is the rarest pigment. Instead, the arrangement of microscopic
structures on feathers, scales, and hair interact with incoming light to generate colors. Thus,
a blue morpho is a pathological liar: the spots on the undersides of its wings are not owl
eyes, and the blue is born from light.
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